#SHOWUSYOUR PURPLE
WHAT IS IT?
#showusyourpurple is a collaborative, low-barrier national social media campaign to raise
awareness about Eating Disorders. Help us draw attention to Eating Disorders Awareness
Week (EDAW), Feb 1-7, by wearing something purple and sharing it and nominating others to
share it on social media. Everyone can join in, whether they have lived experience or not. The
more people that participate, the better!

WHY PARTICIPATE?
It's an easy way to raise awareness and help break down stigma! Just by sharing a photo on
social media in support of EDAW, you can help to change things for the better. Over 1 million
Canadians are suffering and dying. We can't afford to wait!

WHY PURPLE?
Purple is the colour of passion, inspiration and calmness. It speaks to both the urgency of our
mission and the thoughtful, rational approach that is driving our strategic vision forward.

HOW?
1. Take a picture of yourself wearing something purple (clothing, nail polish, jewelry…be
creative!)
2. Caption the photo with a message about why you are participating in the campaign. Get
inspiration from our key messages and check out our examples! Don't forget to use the
hashtags below.
3. Between February 1st and 7th, share the picture on your social media channels (Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat etc.) and nominate friends to join in by using the hashtag
#showusyourpurple.
4. Most importantly, have fun! Any way you choose to participate will help to make positive
changes!

Hashtags: #showusyourpurple #SemTA2019 #EDAW2019

#SHOWUSYOUR PURPLE
Hi Everyone! I’m wearing my purple
boa today in support of Eating
Disorder Awareness Week
#EDAW2019. Did you know that
eating disorders are not only
prevalent but deadly? We simply
can’t afford to wait! Help us spread
awareness from Feb 1st to 7th! All
you need to do is wear a fun, purple
item (or hair or makeup or whatever
you like!) and nominate friends to
join in! I’m nominating
@jaimedrayer @splishsplashy
@kitties_and_cab. Let’s see how
creative you can be!
#showusyourpurple #purple4EDAW

Today, I’m suiting up to fight the
deadliest mental illness. As a
caregiver of someone who struggled
with an Eating Disorder and now, as
a clinician who supports those with
Eating Disorders, I know the
devastating impact these illnesses
have. I am showing my purple in
support of families and individuals
who are struggling. It's time to break
down stigma and raise awareness
in a big way! @bodyposipanda
@iharterika @sonyareneetaylor
#showusyourpurple in support of
#EDAW2019 #SemTA2019

Did you know that the CN tower is
lit purple to raise awareness about
eating disorders #EDAW2019?
Thanks for showing us your purple
Toronto! Hey Hamilton
@hamont....@karentrollopekumar
@jennifer_rollin @littleearthlings,
#showusyourpurple! #SemTA2019

When I struggled with my ED, it
was hard to find a recovery
inspiration because many of the
voices represented did not reflect
me. I am more aware that being
black and struggling with an ED
holds a different kind of stigma. I
pledge to take off my mask! This
year, I’m showing my purple to let
those struggling in marginalized
communities know that I’m holding
space for them. #showusyourpuple
@jackieaina @alyssaashley
@tessholiday #Showusyourpurple
#EDAW2019 #Purple4EDAW

Don't want to post a picture of yourself? There are other ways you can participate:
Engaging with posts made by others (ex. retweet, share, like, repost, comment, etc.)
Challenging/nominating your favourite influencers and celebrities to participate
Taking and sharing pictures of purple objects, decorations, clothing, etc
Decorating your room, workspace, car, etc. with purple in support of the campaign

